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Eve is allowed to look at the remaining card, and whether Alice and Bob are allowedto use randomization.If Eve is not allowed to look at the remaining card, the following deterministicprotocol achieves perfect secret bit exchange, in which Eve considers both values equallylikely at the end of every run of the protocol. Alice says whichever of the followingstatements is true:� \I hold fJ;Qg or fK;Ag."� \I hold fJ;Kg or fQ;Ag."� \I hold fJ;Ag or fQ;Kg."From Alice's message and Bob's hand, Bob can determine Alice's hand, so Alice andBob both know the truth value of the statement \Alice holds J", and can agree on thisvalue as their secret bit. On the other hand, Eve considers it equally likely that thisstatement is true or false, so does not learn the secret bit.If Eve is allowed to look at the remaining card, the following randomized protocolachieves perfect secret bit exchange. First, Alice randomly chooses a card x in her handand a card y not in her hand, and asks Bob \Do you hold one of the two cards fx; yg?"If Bob says yes, then Alice and Bob know which of them holds x and which holds y,but Eve considers both situations equally likely. Hence, Alice and Bob can agree ona secret bit, for example, by the truth value of the statement \Alice holds the smallervalued card of x and y." On the other hand, if Bob says no, then Alice and Bob eachhold one of the two remaining cards z and q and can determine the truth value of thestatement \Alice holds the smaller valued card of z and q," again obtaining the desiredsecret bit.Finally, if Eve is allowed to look at the remaining card and Alice and Bob are notallowed to use randomization, then even weak secret bit exchange, in which we requireonly that Eve consider both values possible at the end of each run of the protocol, isnot possible. Note that if Eve learns either player's hand, then she can learn the secretbit by simulating that player. It can be shown that if either player sends a messagethat depends on his or her hand, then it will sometimes be possible for Eve to learnthat player's hand. Hence, in order to avoid the possibility of Eve learning the secretbit, neither player can ever send a message that depends on his or her hand. It followsthat there is only one possible sequence of messages, and hence each player's output isa function only of his or her hand. Thus, for example, if Bob outputs v when he holdsJ, Alice must output v whenever she does not hold J in order to guarantee that theiroutputs always agree. In this case, if Eve holds J, then Eve knows Alice does not holdJ and will output v, so she has learned the secret bit. A formal proof of this resultinvolves a detailed case analysis.To summarize this example, if Eve does not see the remaining card or if Alice andBob can use randomization, then Alice and Bob can agree on a perfectly secret bit. If2



Eve sees the remaining card or Alice and Bob are required to behave deterministically,then Alice and Bob cannot agree even on a weakly secret bit.The arguments of the correctness of protocols and the nonexistence of protocolspresented in the above example are informal and rely on intuition. However, intuitionmay be misleading when dealing with issues such as secrecy and shared knowledge,so formal de�nitions of secret key exchange are needed. To this end, we formalize amodel for communication among a \team" of players given possibly correlated inputsthat are drawn from some known joint distribution. A passive eavesdropper, Eve,hears the communication between the players and is also given an input that may becorrelated with the inputs of the players. The use of correlated random variables tosolve cryptographic and communication problems has been studied in several di�erentcontexts (cf. [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15]). Our model is su�ciently general to captureall of these cryptographic and communication problems.1.2 Our workWe de�ne and explore the problem of multiparty secret key exchange in our model.Briey, the problem of N -valued multiparty secret key exchange is for a team of play-ers to choose a value v from a known set of N values. After the players communicate,each team player must know v, but v must be unknown to Eve. An adequate notionof secrecy must depend not only on the protocol being executed, but on any relevantknowledge Eve may have that is external to the protocol. We provide precise math-ematical de�nitions of the multiparty secret key exchange problem that take Eve'sknowledge into account, and allow us to determine whether a given protocol achievessecret key exchange with respect to any particular \type of knowledge" for Eve.We consider two kinds of secret key exchange, perfect and weak . N -valued perfectsecret key exchange requires that Eve consider all N possible values for v equally likely,while N -valued weak secret key exchange requires only that Eve consider all N valuesfor v possible. The work of [2, 3, 5] can be formalized according to our de�nition of 2-valued perfect secret key exchange. Two-valued weak secret key exchange is equivalentto the concept of \sharing a secret" used in [1].We investigate the properties of secret key exchange protocols. It follows easily fromour de�nitions that perfect secrecy implies weak secrecy and that giving Eve externalknowledge can only help her. We explore how the requirements of a secret key exchangeprotocol restrict the inputs and behavior of the players. In particular, we show thatsecret key exchange is not possible if the players' inputs are not correlated.Our model is quite general and admits on the extreme ends the case where theplayers' inputs are equal and the case where the players' inputs are independent. Inthe �rst case, the players can use their inputs as a secret key. We show in Section 3that secret key exchange is not possible in the second case. We are interested inthe borderline between possibility and impossibility of secret key exchange. In orderto approach this problem, we focus our attention on inputs consisting of hands ofprespeci�ed sizes from a randomly shu�ed deck of cards.3



A random deal of cards is an example of sampling without replacement. By lookingat her own cards, a player gains some information about the other players' hands.Namely, she learns a set of cards that appear in no other player's hand. Peter Winklerdeveloped bidding conventions for the game of bridge whereby one player could sendher partner secret information about her hand that was totally unrelated to the actualbid and completely indecipherable to the opponents, even though the protocol wasknown to them [6, 13, 14, 15]. Fischer, Paterson and Racko� [2] and Beaver, Haberand Winkler [1] carried this idea further, using deals of cards for secret bit transmissionbetween two players. In this paper, we consider the use of a random deal of cards formultiparty, multivalued, secret key exchange. A signature (s1; : : : ; sk; d) speci�es thehand size si for each player and the deck size d. The perfect (respectively weak) capacityof a signature is the largest N such that N -valued perfect (weak) secret key exchangeis possible when the deal is chosen randomly as speci�ed by the given signature. Weinvestigate bounds on the capacity of di�erent signatures.Note that if N = 1 or if there is only one team player, N -valued secret key exchangeis not of interest. Beaver, Haber and Winkler [1] and Fischer, Paterson and Racko�[2] have studied the case where N = 2 and there are only two team players. Protocolsperforming multiparty secret key exchange for certain classes of deals appear in [3,5, 16]. Most previous work in this area focuses on exhibiting secret key exchangeprotocols along with informal arguments establishing their correctness [2, 3, 5]. Thepreviously existing upper bound arguments on the capacity of certain signatures [2, 3]are informal and not mathematically rigorous. Our formal model allows for carefulanalysis of protocols and careful proof of upper bounds.We present two bounds on the capacity of signatures. First, we show that the weakcapacity of (1; : : : ; 1; k) is 1 if k � 3 by showing that 2-valued weak secret key exchangeis not possible when k team players each hold one card from a deck of k cards. This isthe �rst result showing that even if the team holds all the cards and no player's handis empty, secret key exchange is not always possible. (By way of contrast, 2-valuedsecret key exchange is always possible if each of k players holds 2 cards from a deckof 2k cards [16].) Second, we exhibit an upper bound on the perfect capacity of anysignature.2 Multiparty Protocols and SystemsWe consider a team of players P1 through Pk. We denote the number of team playersby k throughout the paper, and denote the set f1; : : : ; kg by K. We will frequently usek-tuples to describe a collection of items, one for each player. Given any k-tuple x, wedenote the ith component (Pi's component) of x by hxii.We use a synchronous distributed model of computation in which communicationoccurs in rounds. All protocols terminate in a �xed �nite number of rounds. Eachplayer is given a private input that will generally be chosen at random before theprotocol begins. In a round, each of the players simultaneously broadcasts a message4



to all of the other players. The message sent by Pi at a given round depends on Pi'sinput and the messages sent by the team in previous rounds. On termination, eachplayer Pi produces a private output that depends on her own input and the messagessent by the team in all rounds. We de�ne protocols formally in Section 2.1.We describe how the players' random inputs are generated in Sections 2.2. Theinformation given to Eve is formalized in Section 2.3. Briey, a global value is chosenrandomly according to a known, �xed distribution. Each player has a view of theglobal value that constitutes her private input. Eve also gets a view of the global value.In general, the global value and the players' views will be chosen so that the players'inputs consist of correlated values (such as the hands of a deal of cards) as well asindependent random values that play the role of private coin ips or dice rolls for theindividual players.2.1 ProtocolsFormally, a protocol is a 7-tuple P = (k; t; U; V;M; �; �).� k is the number of players.� t is the number of rounds.� U = U1 � � � � � Uk is the input set.� V is the output set.� M is the set of messages.� � is a k-tuple (�1; : : : ; �k) of message functions .� � is a k-tuple (�1; : : : ; �k) of output functions .An element u 2 U is called an input vector or simply an input. The component huii isthe input for Pi. Ui is the input set for Pi.A k-tuple m 2 Mk is called a message vector . It represents the messages sent byall team players in a given round; the component hmii is the message sent by Pi. Asequence of at most t message vectors is called a conversation. A conversation � iscomplete if j� j = t and partial if j� j < t. We let c denote the set of conversations, ccdenote the set of complete conversations, and pc denote the set of partial conversations.Given a conversation � , we let �j denote the jth message vector of � , and for ` � j� j,we write � [`] = (�1; : : : ; �`) to denote the conversation consisting of the length ` pre�xof � . We denote the concatenation of a partial conversation � and a message vector mby � �m or �m, so � �m = �m = (�1; : : : ; �j� j; m).The message function �i : Ui � pc ! M speci�es the messages for Pi to send. Letai 2 Ui, ` < t and � 2 pc. The message �i(ai; �) is the message that Pi sends at round` + 1 when Pi has input ai and the conversation through round ` is � . The output5



function �i : Ui�cc ! V speci�es the output for Pi. Let ai 2 Ui and � 2 cc. The value�i(ai; �) is the output for Pi when Pi has input ai and the complete conversation is �.When the protocol P is clear from context, we will use the notation k, t, U , Ui, V ,M , �, �i, �, �i, c, cc and pc as above. Otherwise, we attach P as a superscript.Given an input u 2 U , we say � is a conversation of u if � is complete and h�`ii =�i(huii; �[`� 1]) for all i 2 K and 1 � ` � t. It is easily seen that for each input u, � isunique. This is because the messages of the �rst round of � are completely determinedby u, and successive rounds of � are determined by u and the previous rounds of �. Wedenote this unique conversation � by conv(u). We denote Pi's output �i(huii; conv(u))by outi(u), and we denote the vector (out1(u); : : : ; outk(u)) of all players' outputs byout(u).It is possible to \interpolate" between a number of input vectors to construct anew input vector (the \interpolant") by giving each team player Pi his input fromone of the original vectors ui. Let ` be the last round where the conversations of allthe original vectors are the same. Because the behavior of the team at each roundis completely determined by the input vector and the messages received up to thatround, the conversation of the interpolant agrees with the original conversations up toround `. Furthermore, each player Pi sends the same message at round `+ 1 with theinterpolant as input as he did with the original vector ui as input.We say that two input vectors u and u0 touch at coordinate i, or simply touch, ifhuii = hu0ii. If u and u0 touch at coordinate i, we write u =i u0. Obviously, =i is anequivalence relation.Let U 0 � U . We say that u is an interpolant of U 0 (also u interpolates U 0) if forevery i 2 K, there is some u0 2 U 0 such that u =i u0. We call any k-tuple (u1; : : : ; uk)a U 0-derivation of u if ui 2 U 0 and u =i ui for all i 2 K. Note that u interpolates U 0 ifand only if there exists a U 0-derivation of u.Lemma 2.1 (First Interpolation Lemma) Let P be a protocol, let � 2 c, let ` =j� j, and let U 0 � U such that conv(u)[`] = � for all u 2 U 0. Let bu interpolate U 0 andlet (u1; : : : ; uk) be a U 0-derivation of bu. Then1. conv(bu)[`] = � .2. If ` < t, then conv(bu)`+1 = (hconv(u1)`+1i1; : : : ; hconv(uk)`+1ik).3. If ` = t, then out(bu) = (out1(u1); : : : ; outk(uk)).Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma.1. Since conv(u)[`] = � for all u 2 U 0, we have �i(huii; � [j�1]) = h�jii for all u 2 U 0,i 2 K, and 1 � j � `. It follows that conv(bu)[`] = � .2. Suppose ` < t. Then by (1), conv(bu)[`] = � . It follows that conv(bu)`+1 =(�1(hu1i1; �); : : : ; �k(hukik; �)) = (hconv(u1)`+1i1; : : : ; hconv(uk)`+1ik).3. Suppose ` = t. Then by (1), conv(bu)[`] = conv(bu) = � . Thus out(bu) =(�1(hu1i1; �); : : : ; �k(hukik; �)) = (out1(u1); : : : ; outk(uk)).6



2.2 SourcesA protocol speci�es the possible inputs to the players and how the players behave giventhese inputs. We are generally interested in the case that inputs are generated by arandom source. Before proceeding, we introduce some de�nitions and notations frombasic probability theory.Given an arbitrary distribution G over an arbitrary �nite set �, we write PrG(g) todenote the probability assigned by G to g 2 �. A subset X � � is called an event . Wewrite PrG [X ] to denote the probability Pg2X PrG(g) assigned to X by G. When thedistribution G is clear from context, we omit the subscript and write simply Pr(g) andPr [X ]. We say an element g is feasible if Pr(g) > 0. We say an event X is feasibleif Pr [X ] > 0 or, equivalently, if X contains a feasible element. We write feas(X) todenote the set fg 2 X : g is feasibleg.A function f over domain � is called a random variable. The event fg 2 � :f(g) = xg is denoted by f�1(x). The random variables f1; : : : ; fk are independent ifPr hTki=1 f�1i (xi)i = Qki=1Pr hf�1i (xi)i for all x1; : : : ; xk. The events X1; : : : ; Xk areindependent if the random variables f1; : : : ; fk de�ned by fi(g) = 1 if g 2 X andfi(g) = 0 if g 62 X are independent. We say an event X respects a random variablef if f(g1) = f(g2) implies that g1 and g2 are either both elements of X or both notelements ofX . Note that if f1; : : : ; fk are independent random variables and X1; : : : ; Xkare events such that each Xi respects fi, then X1; : : : ; Xk are independent.Given a set of distributions Gi on �i, we de�ne the distribution G = G1 � � � � � Gkon �1 � � � � � �k by PrG((g1; : : : ; gk)) = Qki=1 PrGi(gi). Note that if G = G1 � � � � � Gkand f1; : : : ; fk are random variables over �1 � � � � � �k such that each fi depends onlyon the ith component of its argument, then f1; : : : ; fk are independent.A source speci�es how the inputs to a protocol are generated. Speci�cally, theplayers' inputs are chosen randomly according to some �xed distribution described bya source. Formally, a source is a quadruple T = (
;F ; U; �), where� 
 is a �nite set.� F speci�es a probability distribution on 
.� U = U1 � � � � � Uk is a k-tuple of sets.� � = (�1; : : : ; �k), where each �i : 
! Ui is a view function.We sometimes say T is a source for U . When a source is clear from context, we willuse the notation 
, F , U , Ui, �, and �i as speci�ed above. When we wish to make asource T explicitly clear, we use T as a superscript.An element ! 2 
 is called a point or a global value. Each view function �i is arandom variable. Given a point ! 2 
, we de�ne the input �(!) = (�1(!); : : : ; �k(!)),and given an input u, we write ��1(u) to denote the event f! : �(!) = ug. A source Tfor U can itself be regarded as a distribution on U , where PrT (u) = PrF ���1(u)�. Talso induces a distribution on each player Pi's input set UTi .7



A source S for U is canonical if 
 = U and �i(u) = huii for all u 2 U . We allownoncanonical sources in order to allow greater exibility in the information given toEve. (See Section 2.3.) The following proposition states that for any distribution on U ,it is always possible to construct a canonical source for U that realizes this distribution.Proposition 2.2 Let U = U1 � � � � � Uk be a set, and let F be a distribution over U .Then there exists a canonical source S for U such that PrS(u) = PrF (u) for all u 2 U .We say that u spans U 0 if u touches every u0 2 U 0. We say a set U 0 � U is coverableif there exists a feasible interpolant u of U 0 that spans U 0. We also say u covers U 0.The special case of U 0 = fu0; u1g arises frequently in the sequel. The followingpropositions are immediate from the de�nitions.Proposition 2.3 Let T be a source. If fu0; u1g � feas(U) and u0 touches u1, thenfu0; u1g is coverable.Proposition 2.4 Let T be a source. If u 2 feas(U) � fu0; u1g and u interpolatesfu0; u1g, then fu0; u1g is coverable.The distribution that T de�nes on UT can incorporate both correlated and inde-pendent initial information for the team players. In the study of randomized algorithmsand protocols, it is often desirable to consider private independent random information(such as coin ips) as being separate from any correlated initial information. To thisend, we allow any source T to be augmented by additional independent randomization.Formally, a source S is a randomized extension of T if there exist �nite sets R1; : : : ; Rkand distributions R1; : : : ;Rk such that Ri is a distribution on Ri for each i and� US = (R1; UT1 )� � � � � (Rk; UTk ).� PrS((r1; q1); : : : ; (rk; qk)) = PrT (q1; : : : ; qk) �Qki=1 PrRj (ri).Here, ri models the independent private random information for player Pi. Let u =((r1; q1); : : : ; (rk; qk)) 2 US . We call corr(u) = (q1; : : : ; qk) 2 UT the correlated part ofthe input ; hcorr(u)ii = qi is Pi's share of corr(u). We call (r1; : : : ; rk) the independentpart of the input , and we denote ri by indi(u). Note that q is feasible as an input of Tif and only if q is the correlated part of a feasible input in S.We say two sources S and S 0 are team-equivalent if US = US0 and PrS(u) =PrS0(u) for all u 2 US . Team-equivalence de�nes an equivalence relation on sources.Proposition 2.5 states that team-equivalence and randomized extensions behave nicelytogether.Proposition 2.5 Let S be a randomized extension of T , let S 0 be team-equivalent toS, and let T 0 be team-equivalent to T . Then S 0 is a randomized extension of T 0.8



2.3 Views for EveGiven a source S with global value set 
, a view function for Eve is a function �e :
! Ue, where Ue is an arbitrary set. This formalizes the information that Eve is givenabout the global value. She also hears the conversation of the team players. Thus, if! is the chosen global value, Eve is given the view �e(!) and hears the conversationconv(�(!)).A view function �e for Eve is empty if �e(!) = �e(!0) for all !; !0 2 
. Hence, anempty view gives Eve no additional information beyond the conversation. Note thatif Eve were only given empty views, it would be su�cient to consider only canoni-cal sources. However, the more general de�nition of sources allows consideration ofinformation for Eve such as \Eve sees a random card from Alice's hand".2.4 SystemsTogether, a protocol P and a source T for UP are a called a system, denoted PT .We say PT is N -valued if jV P j = N . Since a source for UP de�nes a distribution onUP = UT , PT induces a distribution on conversations and on the players' outputs. Weextend the term `feasible' to conversations: we say � is feasible if there is a feasibleinput u 2 UT such that conv(u)[`] = � . We say a system PS is a randomized T -systemif S is a randomized extension of T .Lemma 2.6 (Second Interpolation Lemma) Let PS be a randomized T -system,let U 0 � feas(US), and let bu interpolate U 0. If corr(bu) is feasible, then bu is feasible.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma and let (u1; : : : ; uk) be a U 0-derivationof bu. Then PrS(bu) = PrT (corr(bu)) �Qkj=1 PrRj(indj(bu)). Since every u 2 U 0 is feasible,then for i 2 K, PrS(ui) = PrT (corr(ui)) � kYj=1PrRj (indj(ui)) > 0:Thus, in particular, PrRi(indi(ui)) > 0 for i 2 K. If, in addition, corr(bu) is feasible,then PrT (corr(bu)) > 0. Hence, PrS(bu) = PrT (corr(bu))Qki=1 PrRi(indi(ui)) > 0, so bu isfeasible.3 Secret Key Exchange\Secret key exchange" is used informally to mean the following. A \key" is a valuethat is chosen randomly from some �xed set of values. A key is \exchanged" if all theplayers learn the key. A key is \secret" if a passive computationally-unlimited eaves-dropper, Eve, who may have some information about the players' inputs, cannot learnthe key. We formalize each of these notions independently, as uniformity , agreement ,and secrecy . 9



Uniformity restricts the a priori probability of an output. Secrecy restricts the re-lation between an output's a priori probability and its a posteriori probability. Hence,together uniformity and secrecy restrict the a posteriori probability. Uniformity andsecrecy are both de�ned in two strengths: perfect and weak. The perfect uniformityand perfect secrecy conditions together imply that Eve has no information about theplayers' outputs, while the weak uniformity and weak secrecy conditions imply thatEve does not learn the players' outputs with certainty.These conditions may also be useful for de�ning other problems in our model. Forexample, a system could be considered to perform secret message transmission if secrecyand agreement are satis�ed along with a third condition that the output values mustbe equal to the speci�ed message given to the designated sender as part of his view.The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 de�nes the agree-ment, uniformity and secrecy conditions. Section 3.2 shows two results relating thebehavior of individual players and the behavior of the team as a whole. These re-sults are used later in the proof of Theorem 7.2. Finally, Section 3.3 explores how theagreement, uniformity, and secrecy conditions restrict the behavior of the players andshows that secret key exchange is not possible if the players' inputs are not correlated(Theorem 3.11).3.1 Conditions for secret key exchangeFix a system PS and a view function �e for Eve, and let i; j 2 K, v 2 V , � 2 cc, andae 2 Ue. We de�ne several events over 
.Oi(v) = f! : outi(�(!)) = vgC(�) = f! : conv(�(!)) = �gE(ae) = f! : �e(!) = aegThus Oi(v) is the event that Pi outputs v, C(�) is the event that the conversation is �,and E(ae) is the event that Eve has view ae. The events Oi(v) and C(�) depend onlyon PS , while the event E(ae) depends on PS and �e.We say PS satis�es agreement if the following condition holds.� Agreement: Pr [Oi(v1)\ Oj(v2)] = 0 for all i; j 2 K and all pairs v1; v2 2 Vsuch that v1 6= v2.Thus, PS satis�es agreement if and only if the outputs of all team players agree atevery feasible point.We de�ne two uniformity conditions to capture two types of distributions on theplayers' outputs.� Perfect uniformity: Pr [Oi(v1)] = Pr [Oi(v2)] for all i 2 K and all v1; v2 2 V .� Weak uniformity: Pr [Oi(v)] > 0 for all i 2 K and all v 2 V .10



Thus, PS satis�es perfect uniformity if each team player's output is uniformly dis-tributed over the output set, while PS satis�es weak uniformity if each team playeroutputs each value with positive probability.Analogously, we de�ne two levels of secrecy that limit the amount of informationEve is given by her view and the conversation. While the agreement and uniformityconditions apply to a system, the secrecy conditions apply to a system together with aview function for Eve. If the perfect (weak) secrecy condition holds, we say PS satis�esperfect (weak) secrecy against �e.� Perfect secrecy: Pr [E(ae) \ C(�)\ Oi(v)] = Pr [E(ae) \ C(�)] � Pr [Oi(v)] forall ae 2 Ue, � 2 cc, i 2 K, and v 2 V .� Weak secrecy: If Pr [E(ae) \ C(�)] > 0 and Pr [Oi(v)] > 0, then Pr[E(ae) \C(�)\Oi(v)] > 0 for all ae 2 Ue, � 2 cc, i 2 K, and v 2 V .The perfect secrecy condition, formulated as an independence condition, is essentiallyShannon's formulation of perfect secrecy [12]. PS satis�es perfect secrecy against �e ifeach team player's output is independent of the information available to Eve, i.e. herview and the conversation. Equivalently, perfect secrecy requires that Eve's probabilityof guessing a player's output correctly be the same whether or not she takes into accounther view and the conversation.Weak secrecy, on the other hand, requires only that an eavesdropper not be able torule out any output for any player. Speci�cally, weak secrecy requires that Eve considereach initially possible output for each team player to still be possible after hearing theconversation. Note that the weak secrecy condition could be equivalently formulatedbased on conditional probability to say that if Pr [E(ae)\ C(�)] > 0 and Pr [Oi(v)] > 0,then Pr [Oi(v) j E(ae) \ C(�)] > 0.Proposition 3.1 Let PS be a system and let �e be a view function for Eve. If PSsatis�es perfect uniformity, then PS satis�es weak uniformity. If PS satis�es perfectsecrecy against �e, then PS satis�es weak secrecy against �e.Proposition 3.2 shows that secrecy against an empty view can be rewritten withoutreference to Eve's view.Proposition 3.2 Let PS be a system and let �e be an empty view for Eve.1. PS satis�es perfect secrecy against �e if and only if Pr [C(�)\Oi(v)] = Pr [C(�)]�Pr [Oi(v)] for all � 2 cc, i 2 K, and v 2 V .2. PS satis�es weak secrecy against �e if and only if Pr [C(�)] > 0 and Pr [Oi(v)] > 0imply Pr [C(�)\Oi(v)] > 0 for all � 2 cc, i 2 K, and v 2 V .Let �e and �0e be view functions for Eve. We say �e is a re�nement of �0e if for all!0; !1 2 
, �e(!0) = �e(!1)) �0e(!0) = �0e(!1). Proposition 3.3 states that giving Evemore information in the form of a re�ned view can only help her.11



Proposition 3.3 Let �e be a re�nement of �0e. If PS satis�es perfect (weak) secrecyagainst �e, then PS satis�es perfect (weak) secrecy against �0e.Among other things, Proposition 3.3 implies that if secrecy against any view issatis�ed, then secrecy against any empty view is satis�ed. In particular, since everyempty view is trivially a re�nement of every other empty view, Proposition 3.3 impliesthat secrecy against one empty view is satis�ed if and only if secrecy against any otherempty view is satis�ed. We consider the empty view ��e de�ned by ��e (x) = ; for all xto be a canonical empty view, and we refer to it as the empty view. By the above, asystem PS satis�es secrecy against ��e if and only if PS satis�es secrecy against everyempty view.We say a property respects team-equivalence if, for every protocol P and every pairof team-equivalent sources S and S 0 for UP , PS satis�es the property if and only if PS0satis�es the property. Since the team players behave the same given inputs generatedby team-equivalent sources, the following proposition holds.Proposition 3.4 The following properties respect team-equivalence: agreement, weakuniformity, perfect uniformity, weak secrecy against the empty view, perfect secrecyagainst the empty view.3.2 Behavior of the playersIn this section, we examine the relation between the behavior of individual players andthe behavior of the team as a whole. To this end, we de�ne some additional events.For i 2 K, v 2 V , and � 2 cc, letO(v) = Tki=1Oi(v)CO(�; v) = C(�)\O(v)Thus O(v) is the event that v is output by all players and CO(�; v) is the event thatthe conversation is � and all players output v.We are also interested in the behavior of individual players with regard to an ar-bitrary complete conversation � and output v. We de�ne several events that expresswhether player Pi \would" behave a certain way if given the chance.Oi(�; v) = f! : �i(�i(!); �) = vgCi(�) = f! : �i(�i(!); �[`� 1]) = h�`ii for 1 � ` � tgCOi(�; v) = Ci(�)\Oi(�; v)These events are somewhat subtle, in that they are discussing hypothetical situations.Oi(�; v) is the event that Pi would output v if presented with the conversation �.Ci(�) is the event that Pi would play according to � if presented with any pre�x of �.COi(�; v) is the event that Pi would play according to � if presented with any pre�xof � and would output v if presented with �.12



Lemma 3.5 states the intuitive fact that for each point !, if each player playsaccording to � when presented with any pre�x of �, then � is the conversation of �(!).Lemma 3.6 states that if each player plays according to � when presented with anypre�x of � and outputs v when presented with �, then all players play according to �and output v.Lemma 3.5 Tki=1 Ci(�) = C(�).Proof: k\i=1Ci(�) = f! : �i(�i(!); �[`� 1]) = h�`ii for 1 � ` � t and i 2 Kg= f! : conv(�(!)) = �g= C(�)as desired.Lemma 3.6 Tki=1 COi(�; v) = CO(�; v).Proof: This follows from Lemma 3.5 and the fact that when attention is restrictedto points where conv(�(!)) = �, then Pr [Oi(v)] = Pr hOi(�; v)i.k\i=1COi(�; v) = C(�)\ k\i=1Oi(�; v)= f! : conv(�(!)) = � and �i(�i(!); �) = v for i 2 Kg= f! : conv(�(!)) = � and �i(�i(!); conv(�(!))) = v for i 2 Kg= f! : conv(�(!)) = � and outi(�(!)) = v for i 2 Kg= C(�)\ O(v)= CO(�; v)as desired.3.3 Secret key exchange systemsLet PS be a system and let �e be a view function for Eve. PS performsN -valued perfect(respectively weak) secret key exchange against �e if PS is N -valued and PS satis�esagreement, perfect (weak) uniformity, and perfect (weak) secrecy against �e. We alsosay PS is a system for N -valued perfect (weak) secret key exchange against �e. It followsfrom Proposition 3.1 that any system that performs perfect secret key exchange against�e also performs weak secret key exchange against �e.We say that PS performs, or is for, perfect (weak) secret key exchange if PS performsperfect (weak) secret key exchange against the empty view. In the remainder of this13



paper, we consider only empty views for Eve. (Some results concerning nonempty viewsfor Eve appear in [16].)In this section, we examine how the secret key exchange conditions restrict the in-puts, conversation, and outputs of the players. Lemma 3.7 exhibits some consequencesof the implication of the agreement condition that at any feasible point, all playersoutput the same value.Lemma 3.7 Let PS satisfy agreement, let u 2 U be feasible, let v 2 V , let i; j 2 K,and let � 2 cc.1. outi(u) = outj(u).2. feas(Oi(v)) = feas(O(v)).3. Pr [C(�)\ Oi(v)] = Pr [CO(�; v)].4. Pr [C(�)] =Pv2V Pr [CO(�; v)].Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma.1. By de�nition, ��1(u) � Oi(outi(u)) \ Oj(outj(u)). Since u is feasible, ��1(u)contains a feasible point. Since agreement is satis�ed, outi(u) = outj(u).2. By de�nition, O(v) � Oi(v). Therefore, feas(O(v)) � feas(Oi(v)). Conversely,suppose that ! 2 feas(Oi(v)). Then ! is feasible and v = outi(�(!)). By (1),outi0(�(!)) = v for all i0 2 K. It follows that ! 2 O(v). Since ! is feasible,! 2 O(v).3. Since only feasible points have positive probability, it follows from (2) thatPr [C(�)\Oi(v)] = Pr [C(�)\ feas(Oi(v))]= Pr [C(�)\ feas(O(v))]= Pr [C(�)\O(v)] = Pr [CO(�; v)]4. C(�) is the disjoint union over v 2 V of C(�)\Oi(v) since for every point ! thereis exactly one v such that ! 2 Oi(v). Hence by (3),Pr [C(�)] = Xv2V Pr [C(�)\ Oi(v)]= Xv2V Pr [CO(�; v)]Lemma 3.8 shows that if N -valued perfect secret key exchange is to take place, thenfor each conversation, each output value must occur with probability 1=N . Similarly,Lemma 3.9 shows that if N -valued weak secret key exchange is to take place, then foreach feasible conversation, each output value must occur with nonzero probability.14



Lemma 3.8 Let PS perform N -valued perfect secret key exchange, let � 2 cc, and letv 2 V . Then Pr [CO(�; v)] = 1NPr [C(�)].Proof: Let PS perform N -valued perfect secret key exchange, let � 2 cc, let v1; v2 2V , let i 2 K. By Lemma 3.7 (part 3) and Proposition 3.2 (part 1),Pr [CO(�; v1)] = Pr [C(�)\Oi(v1)]= Pr [C(�)] �Pr [Oi(v1)]Similarly, Pr [CO(�; v2)] = Pr [C(�)] � Pr [Oi(v2)]. By perfect uniformity, Pr [Oi(v1)] =Pr [Oi(v2)]. It follows that Pr [CO(�; v1)] = Pr [CO(�; v2)]. By Lemma 3.7 (part 4), itfollows that for every v 2 V , Pr [CO(�; v)] = 1NPr [C(�)].Lemma 3.9 Let PS perform N -valued weak secret key exchange, let � 2 cc and letv 2 V . Then Pr [CO(�; v)] � 0 with equality if and only if Pr [C(�)] = 0.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma. If Pr [C(�)] = 0, then Pr [CO(�; v)] = 0.Otherwise, Pr [C(�)] > 0. By weak uniformity, Pr [Oi(v)] > 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.7(part 3) and Proposition 3.2 (part 2), Pr [CO(�; v)] = Pr [C(�)\ Oi(v)] > 0.If two inputs that give rise to the same conversation have a nontrivial feasibleinterpolant (i.e. the set of two inputs is coverable), then some team players can notdistinguish the �rst input vector from the interpolant and some team players can notdistinguish the second input vector from the interpolant. It follows that all team playersmust output the same value on all three inputs. The following lemma formalizes thisargument to show that in order for a system to perform secret key exchange, theremust be inputs that are not coverable.Lemma 3.10 Let PS be an N -valued system such that N � 2, and suppose that everyset of two feasible inputs is coverable. Then PS does not perform weak (perfect) secretkey exchange.Proof: By Proposition 3.1, it su�ces to show the lemma holds for weak secret keyexchange. Suppose the conditions of the lemma and suppose by way of contradictionthat PS performs weak secret key exchange. Let � be a complete conversation suchthat Pr [C(�)] > 0. Let !; !0 2 C(�) be feasible. Let u = �(!) and let u0 = �(!0).By assumption, there exists bu that covers fu; u0g. Since bu spans fu; u0g, there existi; i0 2 K such that huii = hbuii and hu0ii0 = hbuii0 . Let v = outi(u) and v0 = outi0(u0).Then ! 2 feas(Oi(v)) and !0 2 feas(Oi0(v0)). It follows from Lemma 3.7 (part 2) that! 2 O(v) and !0 2 O(v0). Hence ! 2 CO(�; v) and !0 2 CO(�; v0). By Lemma 2.1(parts 1 and 3), conv(bu) = �, outi(bu) = v, and outi0(bu) = v0. Since bu is feasible, itfollows from Lemma 3.7 (part 1) that v = v0, so !0 2 CO(�; v).Since ! and !0 were chosen arbitrarily, it follows that ! 2 CO(�; v) for all feasible! 2 C(�). Let x 2 V � fvg. Then Pr [CO(�; x)] = 0, a contradiction to Lemma 3.9.We conclude PS does not perform weak secret key exchange.15



A direct consequence of Lemma 3.10 is the intuitive result that the players' inputsmust be correlated in order for secret key exchange to be possible. Speci�cally, ifthe team players can be divided into two sets such that the inputs of one set areindependent of the other, regardless of the correlations within the sets, then secret keyexchange is not possible. Given a set K 0 � K and an input u 2 U , we de�ne the eventIK0(u) = fu0 : hu0ii = huii for all i 2 K 0g over U . Thus IK0(u) is the event that theteam players in K 0 have inputs as speci�ed by u. In particular, if there are sets K0 andK1 such that IK0(u) and IK1(u) are independent events for every input u, then thereis no prior shared secret information between the team players in K0 and the teamplayers in K1.Theorem 3.11 Let PS be an N -valued system such that N � 2, and suppose thereis a partition of K into nonempty sets K0 and K1 such that IK0(u) and IK1(u) areindependent events for all u 2 U . Then PS does not perform weak (perfect) secret keyexchange.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the theorem, and let u and u0 be an arbitrary pairof distinct feasible inputs. Let ui = u for i 2 K0, let ui = u0 for i 2 K1, and letbu = (hu1i1; : : : ; hukik). Then bu interpolates fu; u0g. Since K0 and K1 are nonempty, buspans fu; u0g.By the independence condition,Pr [IK(bu)] = Pr [IK0(bu) \ IK1(bu)]= Pr [IK0(bu)] �Pr [IK1(bu)]The input u 2 IK0(bu) is feasible, so Pr [IK0(bu)] > 0. Similarly, Pr [IK1(bu)] > 0. Itfollows that Pr [IK(bu)] > 0. Since by de�nition IK(bu) = fbug, it follows that bu isfeasible. Hence bu covers fu; u0g. By Lemma 3.10, PS does not perform weak (perfect)secret key exchange.Theorem 3.11 implies the folklore result that public key cryptography is not pos-sible in the presence of a computationally-unlimited eavesdropper, since in public keycryptography the participants are assumed to have no prior shared secret information.The �rst written reference to such results we are aware of is in Rudich's thesis [11],where he shows that public key cryptography is not possible against a suitably powerfuladversary.4 The Capacity of a SourceTheorem 3.11 shows that independent random inputs alone are not su�cient for secretkey exchange. However, as seen by the example in the introduction, there are caseswhere secret key exchange is not possible given correlated inputs alone, but is possible16



given independent random inputs in addition to the correlated inputs. Thus, indepen-dent random inputs can make the di�erence between possibility and impossibility ofsecret key exchange.We imagine a scenario in which a protocol designer is given a source T of correlatedinputs. The designer, whose goal is to obtain the largest secret key possible, is allowedto specify independent randomness (as modeled by a randomized extension of T ) anda protocol. We will de�ne the capacity of a source T to be a measure of the abilityany randomized extension of T has to perform secret key exchange against an emptyview for Eve. Speci�cally, for a given source T , we de�ne the perfect capacity of T ,denoted pcap(T ) to be the maximum N such that there exists a randomized T -systemfor N -valued perfect secret key exchange. Since 1-valued perfect secret key exchange istrivial, this maximum is well de�ned whenever there is an upper bound on N . If thereis no upper bound, we take the perfect capacity of T to be in�nite. We similarly de�nethe weak capacity of T , denoted wcap(T ), with respect to weak secret key exchange.It follows from Proposition 3.1 that 1 � pcap(T ) � wcap(T ). We will see shortly(Theorem 4.4) that the capacity of T is always �nite.The following proposition, which follows from Propositions 2.5 and 3.4, states thatteam-equivalent sources have the same capacity.Proposition 4.1 Let T and T 0 be team-equivalent sources. Then pcap(T ) = pcap(T 0)and wcap(T ) = wcap(T 0).Wright [16] shows that for everyN � pcap(T ) (respectively, N � wcap(T )), there isa randomized T -system for N -valued perfect (respectively weak) secret key exchange.Thus, the weak and perfect capacities of T can be interpreted as measures of theinformation provided to the players by T . Theorem 3.11 implies that if T is a source inwhich the views of one set of team players are independent from the views of anotherset of team players, then wcap(T ) = pcap(T ) = 1. In the remainder of this paper, weinvestigate upper bounds on the weak and perfect capacities of various sources.We begin by showing some general properties of randomized T -systems. Fix asource T with at least two players. Let PS be a randomized T -system, let q 2 UT , let� 2 c, and let ` = j� j. We de�neF(q; �) = fu 2 feas(US) : corr(u) = q and conv(u)[`] = �gThus F(q; �) consists of the feasible inputs that have correlated part q and give riseto the conversation � . We say q is compatible with � (and � is compatible with q) ifF(q; �) is nonempty. We de�ne compat(�) = fq : F(q; �) 6= ;g. Then compat(�) is theset of q compatible with � . Note that if q is compatible with � , then q and � are bothfeasible.Let q 2 UT and � 2 cc. If there exists a unique v 2 V such that outi(u) = v forall i 2 K and u 2 F(q; �), then we de�ne out(q; �) = v. Hence, if de�ned, out(q; �) isthe value that all team players output given any feasible input in which the correlatedpart is q and the conversation is �. 17



Lemma 4.2 Let PS be a randomized T -system satisfying agreement such that k � 2,let q 2 UT , and let � 2 cc. If q is compatible with �, then out(q; �) is de�ned.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma and suppose that q is compatible with�. Then F(q; �) is nonempty. Let u; u0 2 F(q; �) and let i; i0 2 K. Let v = outi(u) andv0 = outi0(u0). It su�ces to show that v0 = v.Since u; u0 2 F(q; �), it follows that u and u0 are feasible and the correlated partcorr(u) = corr(u0) = q is feasible. Let bu interpolate fu; u0g such that bu =i u andbu =i0 u0. Then corr(bu) = q, so corr(bu) is feasible. Hence, by Lemma 2.6, bu is feasible.By Lemma 2.1 (part 3), outi(bu) = v and outi0(bu) = v0. By Lemma 3.7 (part 1), v0 = v.Fix a complete conversation � and two correlated parts q; q0 2 UT compatible with�. If Pi holds the same share in both correlated parts, then Pi can not determinewhether the correlated part is q or q0. It follows that all the team players must outputthe same value in both situations.Lemma 4.3 Let PS be a randomized T -system satisfying agreement such that k � 2,let � 2 cc, and let q; q0 2 UT be compatible with �. If q touches q0, then out(q; �) =out(q0; �).Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma and suppose that q =x q0 for somex. Since q and q0 are compatible with �, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that out(q; �)and out(q0; �) are de�ned. Let u 2 F(q; �) and let u0 2 F(q0; �). Let bu interpolatefu; u0g such that bu =x u and bu =i u0 for all i 6= x. Then corr(bu) = q0, so corr(bu)is feasible. By Lemma 2.6, bu is feasible. By Lemma 2.1 (part 1), conv(bu) = �. Itfollows that bu 2 F(q0; �). By Lemma 2.1 (part 3), outx(bu) = outx(u). It follows thatout(q; �) = outx(u) = outx(bu) = out(q0; �).Fix a complete conversation �. It follows from the results of Section 3.3 that alloutput values must be possible when the conversation is �. By the above, all playersoutput the same value whenever Pi holds a given share. Therefore, the number ofoutput values of a secret key exchange system is at most the number of feasible sharesfor any player Pi. Formally, we have the following.Theorem 4.4 Let T be a source. Then wcap(T ) � mini2K jfeas(UTi )j.Proof: Suppose PS is a randomized T -system forN -valued weak secret key exchangefor some N and let i 2 K. We complete the proof by showing that jfeas(UTi )j �N . Let � 2 cc be feasible. It follows from Lemma 3.7 (part 4) and Lemma 3.9that feas(C(�)) is partitioned into N equivalence classes feas(CO(�; v)), and hencethat feas(�(C(�))) is partitioned into N equivalence classes feas(�(CO(�; v))). Also,feas(�(C(�))) is partitioned into jfeas(UTi )j equivalence classes determined by Pi's shareof the correlated part of the input. The second partition is a re�nement of the �rst,since by Lemma 4.3, if two inputs have the same share for Pi and the same conversation,then they have the same output value. It follows that jfeas(UTi )j � N .18



Lemma 4.5 generalizes Lemma 2.1 (First Interpolation Lemma) to randomized T -systems.Lemma 4.5 (Third Interpolation Lemma) Let PS be a randomized T -system, let� 2 c, let U 0 � compat(�), and suppose that bq is a feasible interpolant of U 0. Let(q1; : : : ; qk) be a U 0-derivation of bq. Then1. bq is compatible with � .2. If j� j < t and m1; : : : ; mk are message vectors such that qi is compatible with �mifor i 2 K, then bq is compatible with � � (hm1i1; hm2i2; : : : ; hmkik).3. If j� j = t, PS satis�es agreement, and k � 2, then out(bq; �) = out(qi; �) fori 2 K.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma and let ` = j� j.1. For i 2 K, qi 2 compat(�), so choose ui 2 F(qi; �). Then bu = (hu1i1; : : : ; hukik)interpolates fu1; : : : ; ukg and corr(bu) = bq. By Lemma 2.1 (part 1), conv(bu)[`] = �and by Lemma 2.6, bu is feasible. Thus, bu 2 F(bq; �), so bq is compatible with � .2. Suppose that ` < t and qi is compatible with �mi for i 2 K. Let ui 2 F(qi; �mi)for i 2 K. Then bu = (hu1i1; : : : ; hukik) interpolates fu1; : : : ; ukg and corr(bu) = bq.By Lemma 2.1 (part 2), conv(bu)[` + 1] = � � (hm1i1; hm2i2; : : : ; hmkik) and byLemma 2.6, bu is feasible. Thus, bu 2 F(bq; � � (hm1i1; hm2i2; : : : ; hmkik)), so bq iscompatible with � � (hm1i1; hm2i2; : : : ; hmkik).3. Suppose ` = t, PS satis�es agreement, k � 2 and i 2 K. Since (q1; : : : ; qk) is aU 0-derivation of bq, bq =i qi. By Lemma 4.3, out(bq; �) = out(qi; �).Lemma 4.6 Let PS be a randomized T -system satisfying agreement, let � 2 cc, andlet U 0 � compat(�) be coverable. Then out(q; �) = out(q0; �) for all q; q0 2 U 0.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma, let q; q0 2 U 0, and let bq be a coveringof U 0. Then bq is a feasible spanning interpolant of U 0. It follows that there is a U 0-derivation (q1; : : : ; qk) of bq such that q = qi and q0 = qi0 for for some i; i0 2 K. ByLemma 4.5 (part 3), out(q; �) = out(qi; �) = out(bq; �) = out(qi0 ; �) = out(q0; �).5 Card GamesIn this section, we formalize the use of deals of cards as correlated random variables.A deck � is a �nite set, whose elements we call cards ; a hand is subset of �. A deal� = (h1; : : : ; hk) is a sequence of hands, one for each player. (Note that there may becards in the deck that don't appear in any hand.) The deal � is legal if hi \ hj = ;for i 6= j. A deal that may or may not be legal is called a general deal. In the real19



world, where all hands are typically dealt from a single deck of cards, all deals arelegal. General deals are of interest to us because they can arise when legal deals areinterpolated.A signature1 (s1; s2; : : : ; sk; d), where s1; : : : ; sk and d are nonnegative integers, de-scribes the number k of players, the size si of each player's hand, and the number d ofcards in the deck. If all k team players have the same hand size s in the signature �,we write � = (s(k); d). Let � = (s1; : : : ; sk; d) be a signature. Without loss of generality,we always �x the deck �� = f1; : : : ; dg. A �-deal is a deal � = (h1; : : : ; hk) such thatjhij = si for i 2 K. We de�ne H�i = fh : h � �� and jhj = sig, so H�i is the set ofpossible hands for Pi. We write L� to denote the set of legal �-deals and D� to denotethe set of general �-deals, so L� � D� = H�1 � � � � �H�k .A source T for D� is legal if PrT (�) = 1=jL�j for � 2 L�, and PrT (�) = 0 for� 2 D� � L�. Hence T is a legal source if T assigns zero probability to all illegal dealsand equal probability to all legal deals. We say a system PS is a card game �-systemif S is a randomized extension of some legal source for D�. Since all legal sources forD� are team-equivalent, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that they all have the sameperfect capacity. We denote this capacity by pcap(�). Similarly, we denote the weakcapacity of all legal sources for D� by wcap(�). Hence, if N � pcap(�) (respectively,if N � wcap(�)) then there exists a card game �-system PS for N -valued perfect(respectively, weak) secret key exchange.By Theorem 4.4, pcap(�) � wcap(�) � mini2K jH�i j. In Section 6, we obtain animproved bound on wcap(1(k); k) for k � 3 by considering the particular structure ofthe set of (1(k); k)-deals. In Section 7, we obtain an improved bound on pcap(�) bytaking into account the perfect secrecy requirement.6 Impossibility of Secret Key Exchange for (1(k); k)It follows from the work of Fischer, Paterson and Racko� [2] that for teams of sizetwo, 2-valued perfect secret key exchange is always possible when the team holds allthe cards, provided that each player has at least one card. However, for larger teams,this is not the case. In particular, we show that even weak secret key exchange isnot possible when each of k � 3 team players holds one card from a k card deck. ByTheorem 4.4, wcap(1(k); k) � k. By examining the structure of the set of legal (1(k); k)-deals, it is possible to show that wcap(1(k); k) = 1 if k � 3. We showed this result in[3] for the case k = 3. The proof given here generalizes the proof in [3]. An alternateproof appears in [1].Let k � 3 and let � = (1(k); k). Since there are k cards in �, �� = K. Let PSbe a card game �-system and let L denote the set of legal �-deals. Since PS is a cardgame system, the set of feasible deals is L. (We assume throughout this section thatthe set of feasible deals is L.) We will denote by j the hand containing the single card1This term is borrowed from algebra, and is not intended to have any connection to digital signatures.20



j. A legal deal can be regarded as a permutation of K (and every permutation of Kcorresponds to a legal deal). Thus, if � is legal, then for every j 2 K, there is a uniquei 2 K such that h�ii = j.Lemma 6.1 Suppose f�; �g � L is not coverable, and let x; j 2 K. Then there exists� 2 L such that h�ix = j and for all i 6= x, � =i � or � =i �.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma. We will construct the desired deal�. Figures 1{3 show the result of steps of the construction for the example � =(2; 1; 5; 4; 6; 3), � = (5; 3; 6; 2; 1; 4), x = 5, and j = 4.We begin by constructing a directed graph G = (V;E) that represents the deals �and �, where V = K and E = f(a; b) : h�ia = h�ibg. We label the edge (a; b) 2 E byL(a; b) = h�ia = h�ib. Hence the vertices of G are coordinates and the edges of G arelabeled by cards. (See Figure 1.)Since � is a permutation, each vertex i has exactly one incoming edge, labeledh�ii, which we denote by incoming(i). Symmetrically, since � is a permutation, eachvertex i has exactly one outgoing edge, labeled h�ii, which we denote by outgoing(i).Hence G is a collection of disjoint cycles. Furthermore, since L(outgoing(i)) = h�iiand � is a permutation, L(outgoing(V )) = fh�ii : i 2 V g = K. Symmetrically,L(incoming(V )) = K.
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Figure 1: The graph G for � = (2; 1; 5; 4; 6; 3) and � = (5; 3; 6; 2; 1; 4).We will now show that in fact G consists of exactly one cycle. Suppose not. Then Gis the union of two disjoint graphs G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2), where G1 and G2are nonempty collections of disjoint cycles. Hence incoming(V1) = outgoing(V1) = E1and incoming(V2) = outgoing(V2) = E2. Consider the deal  de�ned byhii = ( L(incoming(i)) if i 2 V1L(outgoing(i)) if i 2 V221
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4Figure 3: Use of G0 to de�ne the deal � = (5; 1; 6; 2; 4; 3).The deal  is a permutation (and hence feasible) because fhii : i 2 Kg = L(E1) [L(E2) = L(E) = K. Since L(incoming(i)) = h�ii and L(outgoing(i)) = h�ii, interpolates f�; �g. Since V1 and V2 are nonempty,  spans f�; �g. It follows that covers f�; �g, a contradiction. We conclude that G consists of a single cycle.Let G0 = (V 0; E 0) be the directed graph obtained from G by removing the edgelabeled j. Then G0 consists of a single chain. (See Figure 2.)Let i; i0 2 V 0. We write i +! i0 if there is a nonempty path in G0 from i to i0.We de�ne left(i) = fi0 2 V 0 : i0 +! ig and right(i) = fi0 2 V 0 : i +! i0g. Note thatV 0 = fxg [ left(x) [ right(x) and E 0 = outgoing(left(x)) [ incoming(right(x)). Weconstruct the desired deal � as follows.h�ii = 8><>: j if i = xL(outgoing(i)) if i 2 left(x)L(incoming(i)) if i 2 right(x)(See Figure 3.) Then � is a permutation because fh�ii : i 2 Kg = fjg [ L(E 0) = K.Hence � 2 L. Clearly h�ix = j. Since L(outgoing(i)) = h�ii and L(incoming(i)) = h�ii,� =i � or � =i � for all i 6= x.Lemma 6.2 Let �; �; � 2 L and x; y 2 K such that h�ix = h�iy and for every i 2K � fx; yg, � =i � or � =i �. Then � =x � or � =y �.Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma and let j = h�ix = h�iy. Let i 2K � fx; yg. Then j 62 fh�ii; h�iig. Hence since � =i � or � =i �, it follows thath�ii 6= j. Hence h�ii 6= j for every i 2 K � fx; yg. Since � is a permutation, it followsthat either h�ix = j or h�iy = j, so � =x � or � =y �.22



Together, Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 4.5 yield the following.Lemma 6.3 Let �; �;  2 L such that f�; �g is not coverable and let x 2 K. Thenthere exists a deal � for which the following simultaneously hold.1. � is a feasible interpolant of f�; �; g, and � =x .2. Let � be a partial conversation compatible with �, �, and . Let m be a messagevector such that � and � are both compatible with �m. Let m0 be a messagevector such that  is compatible with �m0. Let the message vector bm be de�nedby h bmix = hm0ix and h bmii = hmii for i 6= x. Then � is compatible with � bm.3. Let y and z be such that h�iy = h�ix and h�iz = h�ix. If  6=x �, then � =y �.If  6=x �, then � =z �.4. If  6=x � and  6=x �, then � covers f�; �; g, and hence f�; �; g is coverable.Proof: Let �; �;  2 L such that f�; �g is not coverable and let x 2 K. ApplyingLemma 6.1 to �, �, x, and hix, we obtain a legal deal � such that � =x , and for alli 6= x, � =i � or � =i �.1. Immediate by choice of �.2. Let � , m,m0 satisfy the conditions of part 2. We de�ne deals �1; : : : ; �k as follows:�x = , and for i 6= x, �i = � if � =i �, and �i = � if � =i �. Then (�1; : : : ; �k)is an f�; �; g-derivation of �. We similarly de�ne message vectors m1; : : : ; mksuch that mx = m0, and for i 6= x, mi = m. This construction ensures that forall i 2 K, �i is compatible with �mi and bm = (hm1i1; hm2i2; : : : ; hmkik). ByLemma 4.5 (part 2), b� is compatible with bm.3. Let y and z be such that h�iy = h�ix and h�iz = h�ix. (This is possible since� and � are permutations.) Suppose  6=x �. Since � =x , we have � 6=x �.By Lemma 6.2 applied to �, �, �, x, and y, we have � =x � or � =y �. Hence,� =y �. Similarly, suppose  6=x �. Since � =x , we have � 6=x �. By Lemma 6.2applied to �, �, �, x, and z, we have � =x � or � =z �. Hence, � =z �.4. If  6=x � and  6=x �, then by part 3, � =y � and � =z �. Since � =x , it followsthat � spans f�; �; g. Since � is a feasible interpolant of f�; �; g, it follows that� covers f�; �; g, and hence f�; �; g is coverable.By de�nition, a conversation is feasible if it is compatible with some legal deal.Lemma 6.4 shows that in fact each feasible complete conversation must be compatiblewith exactly two legal deals.Lemma 6.4 Let k � 3 and N � 2. Let PS be a card game (1(k); k)-system for N -valued weak secret key exchange and let � 2 cc be feasible. Then compat(�) is notcoverable and jcompat(�)j = 2. 23



Proof: Suppose the conditions of the lemma. Let v0; v1 2 V such that v0 6= v1 andlet j 2 f0; 1g. By weak uniformity, Pr [O1(vj)] > 0. Since � is feasible, Pr [C(�)] >0. Hence by Lemma 3.7 (part 3) and Proposition 3.2 (part 2), Pr [CO(�; vj)] =Pr [C(�)\O1(vj)] > 0. Thus CO(�; vj) contains a feasible point !j . Let uj = �(!j).Then conv(uj) = � and outi(uj) = vj for all i 2 K. Let � = corr(u0), and let � =corr(u1). Hence u0 2 F(�; �) and u1 2 F(�; �). It follows that compat(�) � f�; �g. ByLemma 4.2, out(�; �) and out(�; �) are de�ned, so out(�; �) = v0 and out(�; �) = v1.Since out(�; �) 6= out(�; �), it follows from Lemma 4.6 that Q is not coverable for anyset Q such that f�; �g � Q � compat(�).We complete the proof by showing that compat(�) = f�; �g. Suppose by way ofcontradiction that  2 compat(�) � f�; �g. Since f�; �g � f�; �; g � compat(�),the set f�; �; g is not coverable. The deal  is feasible since  2 compat(�). ByProposition 2.4, there is a coordinate x such that  6=x � and  6=x �. By Lemma 6.3(part 4), f�; �; g is coverable, a contradiction. We conclude that compat(�) = f�; �g.Theorem 6.5 Let k � 3. Then wcap(1(k); k) = 1.Proof: Let k � 3. Since wcap(�) � 1 for any signature �, we need only show thatwcap(1(k); k) < 2. Suppose by way of contradiction that PS is a card game (1(k); k)-system for 2-valued weak secret key exchange. We construct a tree whose nodes arethe feasible conversations of PS . Two nodes � and � are connected by an edge if � is apre�x of � and j� j+1 = j�j. Thus, the internal nodes are partial conversations and theleaves are complete conversations. We often identify a node � with the unique pathfrom the root to �. If � is a pre�x of �, we say � passes through � .If a deal � is compatible with a conversation � , then � is compatible with everypre�x of � . Also, if � is not complete, then � is compatible with at least one extensionof � . Hence, � is compatible with the parent of � (provided � is not empty), and � iscompatible with at least one child of � (provided � is not complete). It follows that if� is compatible with �, then � is compatible with every node on the path to �. Hence,every node on the path to � is compatible with every deal � 2 compat(�). If � is aleaf, then by Lemma 6.4, compat(�) is not coverable and jcompat(�)j = 2.Every legal deal is compatible with the empty conversation and there are morethan two legal (1(k); k)-deals. Hence, more than two deals are compatible with theroot. Since there are exactly two deals compatible with every leaf and the tree is �nite,there must be some node � compatible with more than two deals, each of whose childrenis compatible with exactly two deals.Since � is compatible with more than two distinct deals and every deal compatiblewith � is compatible with at least one of its children, � must have two children �mand �m0 such that compat(�m) 6= compat(�m0). Let f�; �g = compat(�m) and letf�0; �0g = compat(�m0). By the above, � 6= � and f�; �g is not coverable. Similarly,�0 6= �0 and f�0; �0g is not coverable. Since f�; �g 6= f�0; �0g, either �0 62 f�; �g or24



�0 62 f�; �g. We assume without loss of generality that �0 62 f�; �g. (Figure 4 illustratesthis construction.)
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 �	qqq qqq qqq����qqq����""""""" bbbbbbb�� b�b� �0�0Figure 4: Tree of feasible conversationsBy Proposition 2.4, there is a coordinate x such that �0 6=x � and �0 6=x �. Let yand z be such that h�iy = h�ix and h�iz = h�ix. Let the message vector bm be de�nedby h bmix = hm0ix and h bmii = hmii for i 6= x.By Lemma 6.3 (parts 1{3) applied to �, �, �0, and x, there is a deal b� such that(by part 1) b� is a feasible interpolant of f�; �; �0g,b� =x �0 (1)and (by part 2) b� is compatible with � bm. Since �0 6=x � and �0 6=x �, it follows (bypart 3) that b� =y � (2)b� =z � (3)Similarly, by Lemma 6.3 (parts 1{3) applied to �, �, �0, and x, there is a deal b�such that (by part 1) b� is a feasible interpolant of f�; �; �0g,b� =x �0 (4)and (by part 2) b� is compatible with � bm. By Proposition 2.3, since f�; �g is notcoverable, � and � do not touch. In particular, � 6=x �. Hence b� 6=x � or b� 6=x �. Itfollows (by part 3) that b� =y � or b� =z � (5)Since f�0; �0g is not coverable, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that �0 and �0 do nottouch. Thus, in particular, �0 6=x �0. Hence it follows from (1) and (4) that b� 6=x b�.25



Therefore b� and b� are distinct. By (2), (3), and (5), b� =y b� or b� =z b�. Thus b� touchesb� at y or z. By Proposition 2.3, fb�; b�g is coverable.Since b� and b� are compatible with � bm, it follows that � bm is a feasible conversationand fb�; b�g � compat(� bm). Then � bm is a child of � in the tree of feasible conversations,so compat(� bm) is not coverable and jcompat(� bm)j = 2. Since fb�; b�g � compat(� bm)and b� 6= b�, it follows that compat(� bm) = fb�; b�g, a contradiction since fb�; b�g iscoverable.7 A Bound on the Perfect Capacity of Any SignatureFischer, Paterson and Racko� [2] show that 2-valued perfect secret key exchange isnot possible for teams of size two if a random legal deal does not provide su�cientshared information for the team. In [3], we generalize their result to arbitrarily largeteams. Here, we further generalize this result to show an upper bound on the perfectcapacity of any signature. This bound is an improvement over the bound implied byTheorem 4.4. A further generalization of this result yielding an upper bound on theperfect capacity of any source appears in [16].Fix a signature � = (s1; : : : ; sk; d). In a card game �-system, the team players aredealt a uniformly distributed random legal �-deal. We de�ne  to be the probabilitythat a uniformly distributed random general �-deal is legal. That is,  is the numberof legal �-deals divided by the number of general �-deals. Note that in both a randomlegal deal and in a random general deal, each hand hi is uniformly distributed over H�i .The di�erence is that in a random general deal, the hands h1; : : : ; hk are independent,whereas in a random legal deal, they are correlated. Hence, only in the random legaldeal does hi give player Pi any information about the cards in other player's hands. Insome sense, the larger  , the less shared information a random legal deal contains forthe team players. This is made precise in Theorem 7.2 below.We will need the following lemma about real numbers. It is proved using thearithmetic and geometric means inequality (AGM), which says that if a1 through amare nonnegative, then mpQmi=1 ai � (Pmi=1 ai) =m.Lemma 7.1 Let xji be nonnegative for 1 � i � p and 1 � j � q. Thenminj2f1;:::;qg pYi=1xji! � 1qp pYi=1 qXj=1 xjiProof: Let xji be nonnegative for 1 � i � p and 1 � j � q. Thenminj2f1;:::;qg pYi=1xji! � qvuut qYj=1 pYi=1xji (6)= pYi=1 qvuut qYj=1xji (7)26



� pYi=10@Pqj=1 xjiq 1A (8)= 1qp pYi=1 qXj=1xji (9)Here, (6) holds because the qth root of the product of q positive numbers is always atleast as big as the smallest of the numbers. (8) is by the AGM. (7) and (9) are directalgebraic manipulation.Theorem 7.2 Let � = (s1; : : : ; sk; d). Then pcap(�) � j ( 11�k )k.Proof: Let � = (s1; : : : ; sk; d) and N = pcap(�). We show that N � j ( 11�k )k.By the de�nition of perfect capacity, there exists a card game �-system PS for N -valued perfect secret key exchange. Since PS is a card game system, S is a randomizedextension of a legal source for D�. Let T be a canonical source that is team-equivalentto S (such a source exists by Proposition 2.2). It follows from Proposition 2.5 that PTis a card game �-system and it follows from Proposition 3.4 that PT performs N -valuedperfect secret key exchange. Hence UT = UP = (R1�H�1)� : : :� (Rk �H�k) for someR1; : : : ; Rk, and for u 2 UP ,PrT (u) = 8><>: 1jL�j kYi=1PrRi(indi(u)) if corr(u) 2 L�0 otherwisewhere Ri is the distribution T induces on Ri.We construct another canonical source T 0 for UP in which the distribution of theindependent part is the same as in T , but all deals (including the illegal ones) are givenequal probability. Speci�cally, we let T 0 be a canonical source for UP such that forevery u 2 UP , PrT 0(u) = 1jD�j kYi=1PrRi(indi(u)) (10)(Such a source exists by Proposition 2.2.) Then 
T = 
T 0 = UP . Since  = jL�j=jD�j,PrT (u) � (sfrac1 )PrT 0(u). It follows that for any event X 2 UP ,PrT [X ] � 1 PrT 0 [X ] (11)Let Hi be the distribution induced on H�i by T 0. Since D� = H�1 � � � � � H�k , itfollows from (10) that PrHi(hi) = 1=jH�i j for every hi 2 H�i . Hence for any h1; : : : ; hk,1jD�j = kYi=1PrHi(hi) (12)27



It follows from (10) and (12) thatPrT 0(u) = kYi=1 (PrRi(indi(u)) � PrHi(hcorr(u)ii))= kYi=1Pr(Ri�Hi)(huii)That is, T 0 = (R1�H1)�� � �� (Rk�Hk). Since �T 0i (u) = huii, each �T 0i depends onlyon the ith component of its argument. It follows that the random variables �T 01 ; : : : ; �T 0kare independent.Let � 2 cc. The event Ci(�) respects the random variable �T 0i for i 2 K. It followsthat the events C1(�); : : : ;Ck(�) are independent. Hence, by Lemma 3.5,PrT 0 [C(�)] = kYi=1PrT 0 hCi(�)i (13)Similarly, if v 2 V , then the event COi(�; v) respects �T 0i . Hence, for any v 2 V , theevents CO1(�; v); : : : ;COk(�; v) are independent. By Lemma 3.6,PrT 0 [CO(�; v)] = kYi=1PrT 0 hCOi(�; v)i (14)Therefore, PrT [C(�)] = N minv2V (PrT [CO(�; v)]) (15)� N minv2V � 1 PrT 0 [CO(�; v)]� (16)= N minv2V  1 kYi=1PrT 0 hCOi(�; v)i! (17)� NNk � 1 kYi=1 Xv2V PrT 0 hCOi(�; v)i! (18)= 1 �Nk�1 kYi=1PrT 0 hCi(�)i (19)= 1 �Nk�1PrT 0 [C(�)] (20)Here, (15) follows from Lemma 3.8, (16) follows from (11), (17) follows from (14),(18) follows from Lemma 7.1, (19) follows from the fact that Ci(�) is the disjoint unionover v 2 V of COi(�; v), and (20) follows from (13).28



Summing over all complete conversations yields1 = X�2ccPrT [C(�)] � X�2cc 1 �Nk�1PrT 0 [C(�)] = 1 �Nk�1Since N is an integer, it follows immediately thatN � j ( 11�k )kas desired.For the case k = 2, the bound given by Theorem 7.2 is identical to a bound impliedby a result of Maurer ([7], Corollary 1). Maurer's framework is more general than oursfor the case k = 2 but does not seem to generalize to larger k.Calculating  = jL�j=jD�j, we can apply Theorem 7.2 to obtain an upper bound onthe perfect capacity of any signature. Some examples follow.Corollary 7.3 pcap(2; 1; 4) = 2.Proof: In this case  = �42��21��42��41� = 12Since k = 2, it follows by Theorem 7.2 that pcap(2; 1; 4) � 2. As seen in Section 1.1,2-valued perfect secret key exchange is possible for (2; 1; 4) even if Eve is allowed tolook at the remaining card, so pcap(2; 1; 4)� 2. Hence pcap(2; 1; 4) = 2.Corollary 7.4 pcap(2; 2; 2; 7)� 3.Proof: In this case k = 3 and  = �72��52��32��72�3 = 10147so pcap(2; 2; 2; 7)� �� 10147�� 12� = 3.8 Concluding RemarksWe have presented a model for multiparty communication among players receivingcorrelated inputs. Our model makes it possible to reason formally about intuitiveconcepts based on shared knowledge in a multiparty setting. We have de�ned severalvariations of the secret key exchange problem in this model. We study exact secret keyexchange, in which every run of a system succeeds in obtaining a secret key. Furtherextension of this work might investigate various approximations of exact secret key29



exchange. There are many possible types of approximations to consider, such as forexample, allowing a small probability that the players' outputs do not agree or thatEve learn a player's output, or requiring only that the distribution on outputs givenEve's view and the conversation is close to the a priori distribution.We explored the use of a random deal of cards for secret key exchange and showedseveral bounds on the capacity of such deals. These bounds hold for all view functionsfor Eve. We do not know how to use the additional information given to Eve to improvethese results for any particular view function. In [4, 5, 16], we exhibit N -valued perfectsecret key exchange �-protocols for certain values of � and N . However, except insome simple cases of �, there is a gap between the value N such that we can exhibitan N -valued secret key exchange �-protocol and the value N 0 for which the results inthis paper show that no N 0-valued secret key exchange �-protocol exists. It remainsopen to improve these bounds and to determine an exact characterization of the weakand perfect capacity of an arbitrary signature �. Wright [16] exhibits a source T suchthat the perfect capacity of T is strictly less than the weak capacity of T . It is openwhether there exist signatures � such that the perfect capacity of � is strictly less thanthe weak capacity of �. We conjecture that such a signature does not exist because ofthe symmetry inherent in the structure of a deal.9 AcknowledgementsWe thank Nick Reingold for suggesting a simpler proof of Lemma 7.1.References[1] D. Beaver, S. Haber, and P. Winkler. On the isolation of a common secret.Preprint, Bellcore, 1993.[2] M. J. Fischer, M. S. Paterson, and C. Racko�. Secret bit transmission usinga random deal of cards. In Distributed Computing and Cryptography, volume 2of DIMACS Series in Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science,pages 173{181. American Mathematical Society, 1991.[3] M. J. Fischer and R. N. Wright. Multiparty secret key exchange using a randomdeal of cards. In Proceedings of Crypto '91, volume 576 of LNCS, pages 141{155.Springer-Verlag, 1992.[4] M. J. Fischer and R. N. Wright. An application of game theoretic techniques tocryptography. In Complexity Theory, volume 13 of DIMACS Series in DiscreteMathematics and Theoretical Computer Science, pages 99{118. American Mathe-matical Society, 1993. 30
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